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Generic Combined Trap

Trapping of charged 
particles

Axial electric potential 
well + axial B-field



Trap For Neutral Atom



Octupole B-field

Decreases 
very rapidly 
as r goes to 0

red = 0.9 rw
green = 0.5 rw



Actual Magnets: Octupole



Simplified quadrupole 
case



Restoring region

PE = ½ m ωz (z2 – r2/2)

B = (x/R0, –y/R0, 1) B0

Edge of restoring region 
defined by F dot B = 0

z = ½ (x2 – y2)/R0



Adiabatic Invariants
Fastest motion is cyclotron motion: not in xy
plane because B is tilted

Next fastest motion is axial motion (not purely z)

Last is magnetron motion

Avoid resonances then trapped for exponentially 
long time



Initial circle following 
field lines to left and right 
for quadrupole and 
octupole

Single particle calculations

Distance z >> r



Radius vs. Initial Angle
Define scaled length
L = Bw z/ (Bz Rw)
Bw = B at wall
Bz = axial B
Rw = radius of wall

Quadrupole
r = r0 exp(L/2)
Octupole
r = r0 /sqrt[1 – 2 L (r0 / Rw)2] 



Critical Radius vs. Bw

Dotted blue from inverting previous equation
Green line (numerical)
Red dashed (numerical no rotation)



Comparison of Loss vs. Bw

No collisions

What fraction of 
trajectories hit walls 
for quadrupole and 
octupole fields



Increase octupole strength to shave off antiprotons!



Critical Radius
Critical radius depends 
on length of plasma, 
axial B, octupole B at 
wall, and wall radius

Increase octupole B 
with time and use wall 
hits vs time to extract 
radial distribution



Application to Radial Density
a) potentials
b) counts vs time
c) convert to density 

vs radius

Although different 
time dependence of 
hits get same 
reconstructed density

Limitation: there is 
minimum r can extract



What Happens When Mix

Slowly raise the 
bottom of the PE

antiprotons

Mixing antiprotons 
that start out below the 
positron plasma 

Small radius antiprotons should 
be stable



“Mysterious” loss 
of antiprotons 
when mixing the 
antiprotons with e+

More loss when 
ramp slower

Loss to walls



Why a Mystery?
Radius of antiprotons should have been small 
enough to have almost all with less than critical 
radius.

Time scale too fast for collisions.

Time scale too slow for immediate transport.



Rotation Around Axis Stalls
As the electric potential 
is elongated, the 
rotation direction 
around axis changes 
sign.

As t changes, reach 
condition where 0 
rotation => leads to 
resonance loss.



Example Trajectory

Plots b-d are for same trajectory. Plot e has slightly 
different initial conditions and isn’t lost.



What does the antiproton trajectory look like when 
they are just above the level of the positrons.



Antiproton Motion When Above

antiprotons

Antiprotons lose 
energy to the positrons 
by collisions/waves

Anything strange 
happens?

Very small radius so 
antiprotons motion should 
be simple

positrons



KE at z=0 vs. t

4 different trajectories

simple
simple, but 
?

spread?
spread?
shift?



r at z=0 vs. t

same 4 trajectories

small r 
change

spread then 
jump

spread



Poincare Surface of Section

a to c is 
increasing 
radius

No KE 
loss to 
positrons

For actual 
trajectories, can get 
caught in islands or 
in the chaotic 
region



Simple Map

Envelope is due to conservation of E (PE changes 
with r)
Large KE only small rotation in each axial bounce
Main island from rotation in positron ~1/4
Size of chaotic region increases with r because 
variation of PE larger as r increases



End of 1 Particle Motion



Plasmas Change Things
Mirror magnets don’t introduce qualitative 
changes because cylindrical symmetry

Collisions and waves give problems for holding 
plasmas with multipole fields because break 
cylindrical symmetry



Look at transport in 
pure electron plasma vs
quadrupole strength



Diffusion With Quadrupole

Diffusion as the 
quadrupole strength 
increases

Scaled diffusion vs
plasma rotation 
frequency



Scaling of Diffusion

Diffusion scales as square of quadrupole
strength



Transport dominated by particles that move in 
resonance with asymmetry
Agreement with experiment???
D. L. Eggleston, Phys. Plasmas 17, 042304 (2010).



Immediate and diffusive 
transport to walls

“…suggest quadrupoles
cannot be used to trap 
antihydrogen.”



Charge Remaining

Expand from 1 to 
4 cm

Remaining as a 
function of 
quadrupole
strength: different 
hold times (2 cm)



Charge Remaining

Remaining as a 
function of hold 
time: different 
quadrupole
strengths (4 cm)







Results

Trap depth is 375 
mK for ground 
state H when 
βR/B0 = 0.78

Fraction of 
trapped antiH
scales like trap 
depth3/2



Abstract & Conclusion
“This first demonstration with antiprotons suggests 
that quadrupole Ioffe traps can be superimposed 
upon antiproton and positron traps to attempt to 
capture antihydrogen atoms as they form, contrary 
to conclusions of previous analyses.”

“Quadrupole Ioffe traps thus seem to have a role to 
play for antihydrogen formed by charge exchange, 
in spite of earlier claims to the contrary.”

(emphasis added)





Quadrupole

0.6 μs

1.0 μs

3.0 μs

project y    center          edge



Octupole

0.6 μs

3.0 μs

project y      center          edge



Survival vs. time


